ACROSS
3. Crazy pitcher with a brother nicknamed "Daffy"
4. Greatest Cardinal basestealer
5. 2005 Cy Young Award winner
7. "The Wizard" on the field
10. "Little Big Man" at shortstop
15. "The Man"
16. A picture made up of many unique and diverse pieces
17. First modern African-American Major Leaguer
18. 1968 MVP and Cy Young Award winner
19. First baseman who later became National League President
20. The shape of the ballfield

DOWN
1. Honoring differences
2. Where Yadier Molina was born
6. Nickname and hair color of this Hall of Fame second baseman
8. Open to everyone
9. First Cardinal from Japan
11. Known as "El Hombre"
12. 1967 MVP and leader of "El Birdos"
13. Challenged the reserve clause in Major League Baseball
14. Fan-favorite who wore #51 in the 1980s
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